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U n i t

Wild Animals

4
Types of Wild Animals

 Able to mention the names of wild animals

5  Able to identify which are wild animals

6
Where Do Animals 

Live?
 Able to identify animals living on land, water, and land and 

water

7 Wild Animals and 
Their Young

 Able to identify wild animals and their young

8  Able to identify and name the young of some wild animals

9
Sea Animals

 Able to identify and name some sea creatures

10  Able to search the names of sea creatures in the grid

11
Wild Animals and 

Their Food
 Able to understand that some animals eat meat

12
Why Do Animals 

Move About?
 Able to understand that animals move in search of food and 

water and how they stay away from danger

Push and Pull

13 Identify Push and Pull  Able to understand the concepts of “push” and “pull” 

14 Using Push and Pull 
in Our Life

 Able to understand the usage of push and pull in daily 
activities 

15  Able to differentiate push and pull

Vehicles

16

Kinds of Vehicles

 Able to identify and name the vehicles that move on land

17
 Able to identify and name the vehicles that move in the air 

and on water

18  Able to understand the correct way a vehicle moves

19
Fuel

 Able to understand that some vehicles need fuel to move

20
 Able to pick and write the names of vehicles that need fuel 

to move 

21

Wheels

 Able to understand how wheels help vehicle to move faster 
and to identify which vehicles move fast or slow

22  Able to differentiate vehicles with wheels and without wheels 

23  Able to answer questions on vehicles that move fast or slow

Heat, 
Electricity, 

and Magnets

24
Heat and Their Uses

 Able to identify how heat feels and items that give out heat
 Able to know which items give out heat

25
 Able to understand the use of heat in daily activities and 

name objects that give out heat

26 Electricity and Their 
Uses

 Able to understand the importance of electricity in daily 
activities and how to use electricity safely

27  Able to identify and name some actions to save electricity

28 Different Types of 
Magnets and Their 

Uses

 Able to identify and name the different types of magnets

29  Able to understand the usage of magnets in different ways

30  Able to identify things that can be attracted by a magnet

My Earth

31 Parts of the Earth
 Able to understand the shape of the earth and what it is 

made up from

32
The Sun, the Moon, 

and the Stars
 Able to state what they see in the daytime and at night

33 Pollution
 Able to identify the different kinds of pollution and tracing 

their names

34
Reuse, Recycle

 Able to understand what reuse and recycle are and to name 
more things that can be reused and recycled

35  Able to identify how things are reused in different ways
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Write the names of the wild animals in the columns below.

We are wild animals.

bird

rabbit

elephant

crocodile

tiger

frog 

Wild Animals

Unit

Types of Wild Animals

crocodilegorilla eagle

zebragiraffe elephant

beartiger lion

Unit 1 - Wild Animals Unit 1 - Wild Animals4 5
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Wild Animals and Their Young

Some animals live on land.

Some animals live in water.

Some animals live on land and in water.

lion

dolphin

crocodile

zebra

shark

turtle

Where Do Animals Live?

Unit 1 - Wild Animals Unit 1 - Wild Animals6 7
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Sea animals live in the sea.

Sea  Animals

shark dolphin

swordfish octopus

lobster jellyfish

sea lion angelfish

Fill in the blanks with the given words.

tiger - crocodile - gorilla - horse - shark

I am a baby _______.

I am a baby _______.

I am a baby _______.

I am a baby _______.

I am a baby _______.

Unit 1 - Wild Animals Unit 1 - Wild Animals8 9
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Wild animals that eat meat.

bear

wolf

lion

tiger

shark

crocodile

Wild Animals and Their Food
Find and circle the names of the sea animals in the grid.

D O L P H I N G S
R C G S M P C L H
M T Y T Q X D N A
L O B S T E R B R
B P S Z T R W D K
N U G P B J K P Q
B S E A L O W R S
V C X K S Q U I D

lobster dolphin squid

shark octopus seal
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